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Greetings from the College of Public Health and Occupational Physicians!
Thank you for your support at our Inaugural General Meeting which was held on 1 Feb

Dr Mona Toh
Dr Kenneth Choy
Dr Matthias Toh
Dr Vernon Lee

2013.
In this issue, we bring you updates on the recent activities that have taken place in the
recent months. This includes the Inaugural General Meeting where we witnessed the
signing of the MOU with the UK Faculty of Public Health. We have also established 2
committees - the International Outreach Committee and the Continuing Professional
Development Committee. The committees are chaired by Dr Vernon Lee and Dr Jeremy Lim respectively. The committees provide a platform for the College to develop further discussions and activities in areas of special interest. It also facilitates Fellows in
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spearheading various activities. For example, the International Outreach Committee
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the UK Faculty of Public Health, the American College of Preventive Medicine, and the
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will help to strengthen our ties and build collaboration with overseas colleges such as
Hong Kong College of Community Medicine.

Collaboration
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IGM
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An area that the College Council is presently discussing is the engagement of public
health experts who are neither Public Health nor Occupational Medicine Specialists.
They includes the following groups:

International 4

a) Physicians who are specialists in other fields
b) Physicians who are non-specialists

8th PHOM
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c) Non-physicians
These public health professionals might have a MPH and be experts in their areas of
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work. However, they have not completed a structured specialty training programme
and assessment, and are not eligible for SAB accreditation in Public Health or Occupational Medicine. We invite you to share with us your views on this.
Last but not least, the 8th Public Health and Occupational Medicine Conference will be
held on 29-30 August 2013. We look forward to meeting you at the conference.
By Dr Eugene Shum
College President (2013-2014)
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Collaboration with ...
The collaboration started with a visit to the UK Faculty of Public Health in October 2012. The initial discussions were on working towards closer corporation
and exchanges with the UK Faculty of Public Health (UKFPH). What was then
a visit has now developed into working collaboration.
The College of Public Health and Occupational Physicians was formally
launched on the 1 February 2013. A key event at the Inaugural General Meeting was the signing of a Memorandum of Understanding (MOU) with the UK
Faculty of Public Health. We were very privileged to have the President of the
UKFPH, Prof Lindsey M. Davies join us in Singapore from 30 January 2013 to
the 2 February 2013 for the Inaugural General Meeting and the signing of the
MOU.

College President, Dr
Eugene Shum with UK
Faculty of Public Health
President, Prof Lindsey
Davies and Master of
the Academy of
Medicine, Singapore,
Prof Lim Shih Hui

UK Faculty of Public Health.

The Faculty of Public Health (FPH) is the standard setting body for specialists in public health in the United
Kingdom. UK FPH is the professional home for more than 3,000 professionals working in public health. The
members came from a diverse range of professional backgrounds (including clinical, academic, policy) and
are employed in a variety of settings, usually working at a strategic or specialist level.
For more than 35 years, FPH has been at the forefront of the development and transformation of the public health profession.
The College hosted Prof Davies visit in Singapore where she gave a lecture to Fellows of the Academy of Medicine Singapore. Her visit also included a meeting with
Mrs Tan Ching Yee, Permanent Secretary, Ministry of Health and a courtesy visit
to the British High Commission.

Public Health Systems

Prof Davies gave a talk to Fellows of the College of Public
Health and Occupational Physicians at the IGM dinner.
The title of the talk was “Public Health Systems : What
Works and Why”. Prof Davies shared with us on the various Public Health Systems mainly in the UK and others
that she has come into contact with. Her visit in Singapore
has given her a glimpse of public health systems in Singa-

Prof Lindsey M. Davies on “Public Health Systems :

pore which she has incorporated in her dialogue session

What Works and Why”

with fellows present.
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Inaugural General Meeting
Master’s Message

College Council during the
IGM held at Sheraton Towers
Singapore

Master’s Address at the College IGM

It is my pleasure to be here to grace the Inaugural General Meeting of the College and to join you
in the celebration dinner later. This special event gives me an opportunity to learn about the history of the Chapter from its birth in 1980 to the transformation of the College today. The Chapter
was established 23 years after the formation of the Academy. (The Academy was formed in 1957
and the Chapter was formed in 1980).
The name of the Chapter was the Chapter of Community and Occupational Medicine. Prof Phoon Wai On was the first Chairman. I remember Prof Phoon as I was a year 4 medical student in 1980 when he was the head of Social Medicine and Public
Health. The name of the Chapter changed over the years to reflect the development of the specialty and the changing roles of
the Chapter. From the original Chapter of Community and Occupational Medicine, the Chapter was renamed the Chapter of
Community and Occupational Physicians in 1987. Almost all the Chapters in the Academy was named after the specialists and
not the specialty. Then after the Chapter was renamed to the Chapter of Public Health and Occupational Physicians in June
1999 which remains till its conversion to College. From 12 founding members, the Chapter had grown steadily and reached a
critical number of 100 in 2005. Today we have grown to over 100 fellows whereby two-thirds are in the specialty of Public Health
and one-third are the Occupational Physicians. Although it is natural to appear at this stage of growth, you will not have a College today if not for the senior's foresight, enthusiasm and passion as well as the leadership of the current team with a str ong
desire to grow your profession. So accept my sincere congratulations for a job well done. Unlike our country Singapore, we don't
have to be constraint by the physical size of the College and the number of fellows we have. Small country can have big
dreams. I am glad that you have embraced the globe in the College crest as you plan to set Singapore as a benchmark to the
world.
Transformation from Chapters into Colleges since 2004 were both strategically and tactical. At that time, we had no choice but to
change as there were big Chapters like the Physicians and the Surgeons with 14 specialties. For the College to stay relevant,
we need not only good leadership but also identify fully committed fellows who are willing to sacrifice their time for the College
and future Chapter and Section. For many of you in the audience who are young, has spare capacity and higher capability or
both, please come forward to serve at the College and the Chapter or Section.
As Master of the Academy, I wish that you don't stop there, please come to the Academy's Council after your national service
with your College. So in closing, I commend Eugene and his team once again for your leadership in steering your specialty to
this great milestone here in Singapore. I wish you all the best in bringing the College to greater heights in the years to come but
most important in the coming lunar new year, I wish everyone, 身体健康, 家庭幸福, 工作顺利,and 事事如意. Thank you.
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International Outreach Committee
By Dr Vernon Lee
The international outreach committee was formed to coordinate the College’s international engagement and programmes with external partners.
The goal of the committee is to strengthen the international standing of
the College and the profession of PHOP through international partnerships and strategic alliances.

Dr Vernon Lee,
Chairman of the
International Outreach Committee

This is achieved through activities to support education and training including exchanges on topics of interest to the PHOM community; learning about policies in professional structures and best practices for the
development of the profession; providing opportunities for College members to engage in collaborative research; and profiling College members
and the public health community through overseas engagements.
The committee is chaired by Adj. A/Prof Vernon Lee, together with college members Dr Jason Yap, Dr Daniel Lee, and Dr Angela Chow; Ms
Joanna Teo as a public health professional with expertise in international
engagement; and Dr Eugene Shum as the ex-officio member.
Partners we are planning to work with this year include our counterparts
in the United Kingdom, United States of America, Australia, Hong Kong,
and Malaysia. In addition, we are exploring collaborations with other na-

Meeting with Overseas Regional Advisor
of the UKFPH, Dr

tional and international professional organizations that will value add to
our capabilities.

Peter Horby
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Continuing Professional Development
By Dr Jeremy Lim
Mastery of public health and occupational medicine is a lifelong journey. As Hippocrates
remarked, “Ars longa, vita brevis” (the art is long, the life is short). Hence the Continuing
Professional Development Committee was established to strengthen the College’s ability
to provide for the professional needs of our Fellows and others members of the public
health and occupational medicine community.
Currently the College offers educational outreach in three major areas: organizing of the
annual Public Health and Occupational Medicine Conference which this year falls on 29
and 30 Aug 2013, sponsoring of the Saw Swee Hock School of Public Health’s Lunch
Time Talks Series on the Kent Ridge Campus and supporting the Residency Program
Grand Rounds. The CPD Committee, comprising myself (Dr. Jeremy Lim as chair), Dr.
Jason Yap, Dr. Daniel Lee and Dr. Fereen Liew with Dr. Benjamin Ng (ex officio), intends
to expand on these and augment the current program with a diversity of other educational
offerings such as workshops, seminars and forums.
We want very much to be Fellow-centric and hence want to hear from you. What are the
programs you think would be helpful in your continuing professional development? Some
of the ideas we have brainstormed include discussions on topical health policy issues, updates on public health methods, workshops on critical appraisal of the medical literature
and scientific writing. Let us know your thoughts.

Dr Jeremy Lim, Chairman of
the CPD Committee
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Resident’s Column
By Dr Jeff Hwang
—2nd Year Preventive Medicine Resident
I am glad to be given the opportunity to write this newsletter article to reflect
on my residency experience so far. This article is more of a self-interview between me and myself, and hopefully it allows readers to have a better understanding of our residency.
What makes you interested in Preventive Medicine?

We are delighted to
have the opportunity to visit Hong
Kong to understand
their healthcare
system.

I first became interested in Preventive Medicine in medical school when the
new residency system was announced. Preventive Medicine stood out, as the
concept of preventing the onset of diseases before patients suffer is something new and exciting. Many problems can then be tackled, such as burden of
disease and healthcare costs. While I realize now that preventing illnesses is
not as straightforward as I thought, prevention involves many different layers,
big and small, and there is so much we can do to improve health of the population.
How do you find your residency training so far?
I think the best thing about the preventive medicine is the options available and the flexibility
residents have to plan our rotations for our own career development and interests. Being in a
National Programme, we are able to be posted to different work institutions from various clusters, and this has given me a good perspective of the overall healthcare landscape.
What is one important lesson learnt so far?
I guess one lesson learnt from my training is communication. Communication is important in
all aspects of healthcare, including that between healthcare professionals. Small things that
can also affect patient care may be neglected at times too. For example, it would be good to
inform the nurse-in-charge verbally in event of ordering a "stat" medication, or changing the
dosage of a medication. Some consultants that I worked with require nurses to join morning
rounds, and I think this is a good way of improving communication and patient care.
Do you, as a preventive medicine trainee, practice what you preach?
I do try and do so. Tan Tock Seng Hospital recently started a staircase messaging project,
which encourages the use of staircases. Since then I have been using the staircase on most
days! I believe it is important for healthcare professionals to practice what we preach, as the
best way to convince patients that healthy diet and exercise are important is to carry them out
ourselves.

The Preventive
Medicine family
visiting Pamela Youde
Nethersol Eastern
Hospital in Hong Kong

What are your thoughts about preventive medicine in general?
I think the concept of preventive medicine can and should be practised in all aspects of medical care, regardless of specialty. A patient undergoing a total knee replacement may be advised lifestyle measures to reduce body weight and strengthen lower limb musculature. Smoking cessation advice can be given to most patients, from adolescents to adults. Even paediatric patients can be taught alternatives to soft drinks during their inpatient
stay.
Do you have any advice for students considering Preventive Medicine
and future residents?
I would say that you are entering into one of the best residency programmes
out there. The close camaraderie among the residents, the fantastic faculty
members who always listen to us residents, and the strong administrative
support from our programme coordinator give the programme a nice family feel.

Where do you see yourself in 10 years?
I see myself working hard to improve patient care as a preventive medicine
practitioner, and I believe I would be happy doing my job!
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Coming
Conference
The 8th Singapore Public
Health and Occupational
Medicine Conference will
cover issues related to the
population

increase,

as

highlighted in the White
Paper recently released by
our

government.

Public

Health and Occupational
Medicine challenges discussed will primarily revolve around the ageing,
adult, youths & children
populations, and not forgetting the communities
most at need.
We hope to see you at this
year’s

conference,

mark your diary today!

Other important dates:
Submission of abstracts

15 July 2013

Early bird registration by

30 June 2013

Pre-conference workshops
 Research Methodology
 Health Economics and Decision Making

28 August 2013

so

Coming Events ...
College of Public Health and
Occupational Physicians

8th Public Health and Occupational
Medicine Conference
Registration is now Open. Kindly register your

c/o Academy of Medicine Singapore

interest at www.phconference.org

81 Kim Keat Road
Level 11 NKF Centre
Singapore 328836
Phone: 6593 7808
Fax: 6593 7880
E-mail: phom@ams.edu.sg

Annual Fellows Get-Together
Date

:

15 November 2013

Time

:

6.00pm

Venue :

Hotel To be Advised

Please RSVP at phom@ams.edu.sg

College Council (2013-2014)

Standing (left to right) :
Dr Matthias Toh (Co-opted Member), Dr Kenneth Choy (Council Member), Dr Mona Toh (Council Member),
Dr Vernon Lee (Co-opted Member), Dr Jason Yap CH (Council Member)
Seated (left to right) :
Dr Jeremy Lim (Honorary Secretary), Dr Eugene Shum (President), Dr Benjamin Ng (Vice-President),
Dr Jeffery Cutter (Honorary Treasurer)

